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metroid and metroid prime are both side-scrolling platform/roguelike action games. in brawl and
ultimate , samus represents the former and link represents the latter. the ending of brawl also ended

with samus removing her helmet in true metroid fashion if kirby had defeated all of the metroids.
samus appears during the credits of ultimate as well, but this time giving kirby a heart star, instead
of removing her helmet. the "alarm ring" in this stage's name is a reference to the "alarm clock" in
"a" “red alarm” without “yellow alarm” from “green alarm” (two of the original nes-era kirby titles).
the alarm cue would be a frequent pop-in in those games. although this alarm ring is different from

all previous alarm rings in the same game. taking place on the milky way, both players start near the
bottom-left corner of the screen, and the starting positions are not fixed; kirby can be anywhere on
the scene, as usual. both players start with one copy of kirby super star ultra, which is the only way

to play this stage. once the match starts, both players start shooting each other with their fire
balloons. after every two rounds of shots, a sort of trash can drop below the level, leaving a lot of

garbage for the taking. every round of balloon shooting during the match includes fireballs of various
colors, and at the end of the match, the color of the most recently taken balloon will turn black, so

that it can easily be confused for a balloon. at the end of the match, if either player has 2 or 3
hearts, they will get a "final smash", which follows the rules of the name of the character (except for
the flaming star in kirby super star), and is also decided at the end of each round of balloon shots. a

stage is named at the end of the match: super smash bros.. while the numbers of hearts given to
players for the final smash is fixed, the number of fire balloons shot per round is variable.
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the game's first stage, based on sub-tree. the goal is
to collect power stars, which will let kirby fly. several
moves are available to kirby, including the shield, the

boost, the fire, the fire shield, the tail spin, and the
blade spin. new moves are unlocked by finding certain

items, which will unlock new moves that kirby can
perform. the boss is dedede, who uses a combination
of gun barrels and water to attack. kirby can use the
shield to block, the fire shield to extinguish dedede's
shots, the boost to get airborne, and the tail spin to
get dedede off of kirby. kirby's health is displayed in
the upper left of the screen, while the stage is shown
in the bottom right of the screen. when kirby's health
reaches 0, he dies and is ko'd. stage 2, room 4 of the
iceberg level in this game features an electrified room

with enemies which can be inhaled by kirby. the
enemies include a small electric version of the piranha
plant which uses fire and a large blue electric version

of the ice beam. kirby is also vulnerable to these
enemies' attacks. kirby can inhale enemies with the
ability to turn them into stars if they are not already
stars, then drop them out of his mouth. if kirby uses
this, the enemies will be transformed into stars, and

cannot be inhaled again. stage 2, room 5 of the
iceberg level in this game features a lava-filled room
with a pair of giant crabs which can inhale the player,
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a large pink octopus with fireballs and a small bush
monster. kirby is vulnerable to these enemies' attacks.
kirby can inhale enemies with the ability to turn them
into stars if they are not already stars, then drop them
out of his mouth. if kirby uses this, the enemies will be
transformed into stars, and cannot be inhaled again.
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